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Abst rac t - -An  0 (log n) algorithm for computing the nth convergents of periodic ontinued fractions 
is presented. It can be applied to solve the seccmd-order linear recurrences with constant coefficients 
very efficiently. We also use it to approximate he quadratic nmnbers in O(logm) time for a result 
with m-digit precision. Our method can be thought as a gene~'alization f the matrix-vector approach 
for computing the Fibonacci nmnbers. It is easy to implement because there are only some matrix 
multiplications and a division operation involved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Following is the nth convergent of a continued fraction: 
al + 
b~ 
b3 
as + 
b l~-  1 
an-x + b_n 
an 
which can be expressed by a more compact form: 
bs b3 bn-1 b. 
ai + - -  - -  o**  
a2-t- a3+ an- l+  an 
A straightforward computation of this continued fraction takes O(n) time. In Section 2 of this 
paper, we will transform the computation i to a sequence of matrix multiplications followed by 
a division operation. 
A continued fraction with period p can be written as 
b2 b3 bk bt+x bt+s bt+p bt+x bt+s bt+p bt+l bt+2 
al + ~ __  • . .  . . .  . . .  
a2+ a3-1- a t+ at+ l+ at+s+ at+p+ at+l+ at+s+ at+p+ at+l+ at+2+ 
for some constant k. Due to the periodic feature in the expression, a major part of its computation 
can be greatly reduced. An O(log n) algorithm for computing the nth convergent of the periodic 
continued fraction will be presented in Section 3. (Unless otherwise stated in the rest of the paper, 
all logorithms are of base 2.) In Section 4, we will illustrate some important applications of this 
algorithm, namely computing the Fibonacci numbers, olving the second-order linear recurrences 
with constant coefficients, and approximating the quadratic numbers. 
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2. A MATRIX-VECTOR APPROACH 
Consider the following series of finite continued fractions: 
b2 ba 
C1= a l+ 
a2+ as+ 
ba b4 
C2= a2+- - - -  
a3-1- a4-i- 
i 
bn-1 bn 
Cn-2  = an-2  + - -  
an-l-}" an 
Cn-1 = an-1 + bn 
an 
Cn ~ an 
bn-1 b. 
an-l-I" an 
bn-1 bn 
an-l-I- an 
Let the rational form of Cs be Us/L~. Then, for 1 < i < n - 1, 
C, = a+ + bs+i/Cs+1 
- a, + b,+I/(U~+I/L,+I) 
"- (asUsq-1 -~- b,+iLs+1)/Us+1 
Therefore, Ls = Us+1 and Us - as Ui+1 q" bs+iLs+l = aiU~+1 + bs+iUs÷2. 
The above second-order linear recurrence for Us is equivalent to the following equation: 
In particular, 
++0-1)c o+-,-+++), 
After we obtain UI and (/2, the continued fraction CI can be computed as 
CI  = U1/L1 = U1/U~ 
The computation of a finite continued fraction is thus transformed into some matrix multi- 
pUcations fo|]owed by a division operation. The n - 1 matrix multiplications involved can be 
performed in any order because matrix multiplication is associative. 
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3. COMPUTING PERIODIC  CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
By the computation scheme introduced in the previous section, a periodic continued fraction 
with period p can be approximated as follows: 
b2 bs bk bk+l bk+p bk+l bn-1 bn 
Pn=al  + . . .  . . .  
as'q- a3"Jc ak'4- a~+1"4- ak+p-b ak+l W an-l"4- an 
( aklq" 1 bk%2 ) " " " (ak÷(n-k l -1)m°dP0 bk÷l'4"(n-k-1)m°dp)( ak'4"l%(nT-1)m°dP ) 0  
and P,~ = U~IU2. 
The first k - 1 matrix multiplications 
take O(k) time. The p - 1 matrix multiplications inside the square bracket 
take O(p) time• 
ln-k-ll~h Now we consider the time for computing the ~ power of the matrix M.  Let the 
/n -k - l |  . /n -k - l /  binary representation of ~--~---j  be dedq-1.,  did0, i•e•, ~ j  - ~"~i=0 di 21. Then M[~-~ -~j 
can be expressed as I'[0<i<qM 2~ For example, i f /n -k - l /  = 13 then dsd~dldo - 1101 and 
• I .  p .a dd-----1 
M 13 = M1M' tM s. The computation of the L~J-th power of M can actually be completed 
( ) I n - ' -1 /  in 0 logt~-~J  = O(logn) time by scanning the binary bits of ~-T -~ [3]. 
The last (n - k - 1) mod p matrix multiplications 
take O(p) time. Therefore, totally, it takes O(k) "4- O(p) q- O(log n) -4- O(p) -" O(log n) time to 
accomplish the computation. It also can be checked that the space used is only O(1). 
THEOREM 1. The nth convergent of a periodic continued fraction can be computed in O(log n) 
time using O(1) space. 
4. APPL ICATION EXAMPLES 
In this section, we illustrate some applications of our approach to the computation of continued 
fractions. 
EXAMPLE 1 (FmoNAcC! NUMBERS). The Fibonacci numbers are defined by 
Fo -" O, F1 -1 ,  F,~ - Fn-l q- Fn-2 for n >_ 2 
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To apply our method, let 
F.  I 
C1-"  Fn-1  = 1+ "K'~"I 
F.-I 1 
c2= = 1 + 
C.-2= F8=1+ 1 
C.-I= F2 =i+0 
Y 
C. -1  
CI = I+  "!L'!''!" I 0 • I+ I+ I+ "'" T /T  m a continued fraction with al = a2 = -.. = an = b2 = b3 -- ... = 
b,-1 = 1 and b, = 0. By  our method, 
I Fn a2 an 
(11) 
_-(11 
Although CI  is not "purely" periodic because of the last term o, the time to compute Fn is 
clearly O(log n), since 
(1 1) "- 1 0 
can be computed in O(log n) time. The formula we have derived for F. is similar to those 
in [1,4,6,7]. However, our approach provides another point of view which is applicable to a more 
general case as described in the next example. 
EXAMPLE 2 (SECOND-ORDER LINEAR RECURRENCE). The second-order linear recurrence with 
constant coefficients i defined by 
Xn ---- r 'Xn_ l  ~-S 'Xn-2  
with given z0 and zl. Now for applying our method, let 
C1 "- Xn $ ~ ~"~" ~r.--I 
Xn-- I X.-2 
8 C2 = Xn-'----~I =r+ X.--2 
Xfl--2 X.-S 
X3 S C~-2= - -  = r+ ~--~ 
X2 zl  
X2 8 • XO C. -1= - -=r+- -  
Xl Xl 
~n -- Xl 
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~+ 7+ ~+ J_ "=o is a continued fraction with al = a2 = "'" = an-1 - -  r, an - "  Zl, C1 "-- r-b " ' ' r+  ft 
b2 = b3 = ""  = b . - t  = s and b. = s .  ¢0. The desired ¢.  can be computed as follows: 
1 -' 
-(: 0)(: 0)...(: 0)(: 
( )--'( ) r 8 Xl 
= 1 0 z0 
THEOREM 2. The second-order linear recurrence with constant coefficients can be solved in 
O(log.) time using o(1) space. 
EXAMPLE 3 (QUADRATIC NUMBERS). The quadratic numbers, which have the form v/N where 
N is a positive integer, can be approximated by the regula falsi method, the secant method, the 
Newton-Raphson method, and so on [2]. These methods employ an initial approximation to the 
root of a given equation and iteratively improve the result until the desired accuracy is achieved. 
However, sometimes convergence is not assured, or the convergence to the root is slow. 
In applying our method, the quadratic numbers are first converted into periodic continued 
fractions. For example, 
V"~ .- 1-i- (V/2_ 1) -- 1-I- ~ 
1 1 1 1 1 
= 1+ = 1+ 2-'~ 2+ 2+ "'" ~/~+1 2 -.I- (V /2 -  1) 
So, for v~, 
(U12)_ - (11 ~) (21  ~] . -2 (21)  
In fact, all the quadratic numbers can be converted into simple periodic continued fractions which 
have the form 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
P=at+ - -  
a2+ ak+ ak+l+ ak+p+ ak+t+ ak+p+ ak+l+ ak+p+ 
where a i  ~ 1 for all i [5]. Based on our approach, the quadratic numbers can be approximated 
by 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
P.  = a l+ 
a2+ at+ at+l+ at+p+ at+l+ at+p+ ak+l+ an+l+ an 
= ut /u2  
Now let us analyze the speed of the algorithm in terms of the number of precision digits 
computed. With our notations, the well-known rate of convergence of the continued fraction [5] 
can be expressed as 
[P -  P.I < I/U~, n_>l 
Since 
(V12) __ (all 10) ,  (an i  1 ~)  (a f )  
U2 ~- a2a3.. .an -~- lower terms 
a2a3 • .. a n 
= a2a3."  a~(ak+lak+2 " " ak+v) t-'r-J ak+lak+2 " • ak+(n-k)modp 
> (at+lak+2 "" ak+p) ['~'~] 
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So, 
I P -  P.I < 1/U~ < 1/(at+tat+2.." at+e) 2L ~'~'j 
If the required number of precision digits is m, we can let 
n - k -I- p + p. m/[21oglo(at+lat+~.., at+p)] 
In this case, 
[P - P.[ < 1/(at+lak+2... ak+,,o) ~L'~''~j 
2 m 
-~  1/(at+lat+2...at+p) t"°"°('k+' .... ~+,)+xJ 
< 1/(ak+lak+2... at+p) ~/loS,o(ak+~...ak+~) 
-- 1/10 m 
The above inequality means the number of precision digits achieved is m. Since Pn can be 
computed in O(logn) -- 0(log(k +p + p. m/(21oglo(a~+xat+2.., at+p)))) ~- O(log m) time, we 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. The quadratic numbers can be approximated with m-digit precision in O(log m) 
time using O(1) space. 
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